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Abstract — Grid computing is a term referring to the
combination of computer resources from multiple
administrative domains to reach a common goal, to solve a
single task, and may then disappear just as quickly. Fault
tolerance is a critical concept in grid computing. Fault
tolerance is the ability of a system to perform its function
correctly even in the presence of faults. The fault tolerance
makes the system more dependable. There are many
mechanisms for fault tolerance in grid computing. These
include application dependent, monitoring systems, check
pointing, and fault tolerant scheduling. This paper presents
an overview of check pointing scheme for fault tolerance in
grid applications. Check pointing is a record of the snapshot
of the entire system state in order to restart the application
after the occurrence of some failure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grid computing [1] is a term referring to the
combination of computer resources from multiple
administrative domains to reach a common goal, to solve a
single task, and may then disappear just as quickly. One of
the main strategies of grid computing is to
use middleware to divide and apportion pieces of a
program among several computers, sometimes up to many
thousands. Grid computing involves computation in a
distributed fashion, which may also involve the
aggregation of large-scale cluster computing-based
systems. The size of a grid may vary from small—
confined to a network of computer workstations within a
corporation, for example—to large, public collaborations
across many companies and networks. "The notion of a
confined grid may also be known as intra-nodes
cooperation whilst the notion of a larger, wider grid may
thus refer to inter-nodes cooperation".

Grids are a form of distributed computing whereby a
“super virtual computer” is composed of many
networked loosely coupled computers acting together to
perform very large tasks. This technology has been applied
to computationally intensive scientific, mathematical, and
academic problems through volunteer computing, and it is
used in commercial enterprises for such diverse
applications as drug discovery, economic forecasting,
seismic analysis, and back office data processing in
support for e-commerce and Web services. Coordinating
applications on Grids can be a complex task, especially
when coordinating the flow of information across
distributed computing resources. Grid workflow systems
have been developed as a specialized form of a workflow

management system designed specifically to compose and
execute a series of computational or data manipulation
steps, or a workflow, in the Grid context.

Fault tolerance[2] is an important property in Grid
computing as the dependability of individual Grid
resources may not be able to be guaranteed; also as
resources are used outside of organizational boundaries, it
becomes increasingly difficult to guarantee that a resource
being used is not malicious in some way. This paper
presents an overview of the fault tolerant mechanisms in
grid computing and presents check point strategy for fault
removal in grid computing.

II. FAULT TOLERANT MECHANISMS FOR GRID

APPLICATIONS

One of the main challenges for grid computing is the
ability to tolerate failure and recover from them. In
particular, grids are more prone to failures than traditional
computing platforms. In a grid environment there are
potentially thousands of resources, services and
applications that need to interact in order to make possible
the use of the grid as an execution platform. Since these
elements are extremely heterogeneous, there are many
failure possibilities, including not only independent
failures of each element, but also those resulting from
interactions between them. Fault tolerance is the property
of a system that continues operating consistent with its
specifications even in the event of failure of some of its
parts [3]. From a user's point of view, a distributed
application should continue despite failures. The fault
tolerance has become the main topic of research. Till now
there is no single system that can be called as the complete
system that will handle all the faults in grids. Grid is a
dynamic system and the nodes can join and leave
voluntarily.

To achieve the automatic ways to deal with failures,
various fault tolerance mechanisms are there. Some of
these fault tolerance mechanisms are:
A. Application-dependent

Grids are increasingly used for applications requiring
high levels of performance and reliability, the ability to
tolerate failures while effectively exploiting the resources
in scalable and transparent manner must be integral part of
grid computing resource management systems. Support for
the development of fault-tolerant applications has been
identified as one of the major technical challenges to
address for the successful deployment of computational
grids [4]. To date, there has been limited support for
application-level fault tolerance in computational grids.
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Support has consisted mainly of failure detection services
or fault-tolerance capabilities in specialized grid toolkits.
Neither solution is satisfactory in the long run. The former
places the burden of incorporating fault-tolerance
techniques into the hands of application programmers,
while the latter only works for specialized applications.
B. Monitoring Systems

In this a fault monitoring unit is attached with the grid.
The base technique which most of the monitoring units
follow is heartbeating technique. The heartbeating
technique [5] is further classified into 3 types:
 Centralized Heartbeating: Sending heartbeats to a

central member creates a hot spot, an instance of high
asymptotic complexity.

 Ring Based Heartbeating: Along a virtual ring
suffers from unpredictable failure detection times
when there are multiple failures, an instance of the
perturbation effect.

 All-to-all heartbeating: Sending heartbeats to all
members, causes the message load in the network to
grow quadratically with group size, again an instance
of high asymptotic complexity.

C. Checkpointing-recovery
Checkpointing and rollback[8] recovery provides an

effective technique for tolerating transient resource
failures, and for avoiding total loss of results.
Checkpointing involves saving enough state information
of an executing program on a stable storage so that, if
required, the program can be re-executed starting from the
state recorded in the checkpoints. Checkpointing
distributed applications is more complicated than
Checkpointing the ones which are not distributed. When
an application is distributed, the Checkpointing algorithm
not only has to capture the state of all individual processes,
but it also has to capture the state of all the communication
channels effectively. Checkpointing [6] is basically
divided into 2 types:
 Uncoordinated Checkpoint: In this approach, each

of the processes that are part of the system determines
their local checkpoints individually. During restart,
these checkpoints have to be searched in order to
construct a consistent global checkpoint.

 Coordinated Checkpoint: In this approach, the
Checkpointing is orchestrated such that the set of
individual checkpoints always results in a consistent
global checkpoint. This minimizes the storage
overhead, since only a single global checkpoint needs
to be maintained on stable storage. Algorithms used in
this approach are blocking and nonblocking.

D. Fault Tolerant Scheduling
With the momentum gaining for the grid computing

systems, the issue of deploying support for integrated
scheduling and fault-tolerant approaches becomes a
paramount importance [7]. For this most of the fault
tolerant scheduling algorithms are using the coupling of
scheduling policies with the job replication schemes such
that jobs are efficiently and reliably executed. Scheduling
policies are further classified on basis of time sharing and
space sharing.

III. FAULT TOLERANCE STRATEGY FOR GRID

SCHEDULING

The interaction between different components of a
computational grid and fault tolerant strategy is shown in
Figure 1. In this approach, in addition to scheduler which
reduces response time of the job, the fault tolerant
mechanism reduces the wastage of time in redo of partially
completed job from the scratch. Instead, it restarts the
failed job from the last saved checkpoint to complete.

Fig.1. Architecture Diagram for Grid Scheduling with
Fault Tolerance Strategy

The Grid jobs are executed by the computational grid as
follows: (i) The Grid users submit their jobs to the
scheduler Manager their requirements i.e., deadline in
which the users want their jobs to be executed. (ii) The
Scheduler Manager component submits user jobs to the
Resource Information Service for getting optimized
resources. (iii) The Resource Information Service submits
job with matched resource to the Job Dispatcher to a
Resource Pool which is a member of a grid and it offers
computing services to grid users.

The components of the above architecture are explained
as follows:
Grid Resource: A grid resource is a member of a grid
and it offers computing services to grid users. Grid users
register themselves to the Grid Information Server (GIS)
of a grid by specifying QoS requirements such as the
deadline to complete the execution, the number of
processors, type of operating system and so on.
Scheduler: Scheduler is an important entity of a grid.
Scheduler receives jobs from grid users. It selects feasible
resources for those jobs according to acquired information
from GIS. Then it generates job-to-resource mappings.
The entities of scheduler are Schedule Manager,
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MatchMaker, Response Time Estimator, Resource
Selector and Job Dispatcher. When the schedule manager
receives a grid job from a user, it gets the details of
available grid resources from GIS. It then passes the
available resource list to the entities in MTTR scheduling
strategy. The MatchMaker entity performs match making
of the resources and job requirements. Response Time
Estimator entity estimates the response time for the job on
each matched resource based on Transfer time, Queue
Wait time and Service time of the job. Resource selector
selects the resource with minimum response time. A
jobdispatcher dispatches the jobs one by one to the
checkpoint manager.
GIS: GIS contains information about all available grid
resources. It maintains details of the resource such as
processor speed, memory available, load and so on. All
grid resources that join and leave the grid are monitored
by GIS. Whenever a scheduler has jobs to execute, it
consults GIS to get information about available grid
resources.
Checkpoint Controller: On each checkpoint set by the
Central checkpoint Unit, job status is reported to the
checkpoint Controller. Checkpoint Controller save the job
status and return it on demand i.e., during job/resource
failure.
Checkpoint Rollback: When a new checkpoint is
created, the Checkpoint Controller initiates Checkpoint
Rollback mechanism. It will perform the possible rollback
operations for a faulty process and find the list of possible
states from recovery is possible.
Check Point Replication: If rollback is not possible, the
Checkpoint Controller initiates Checkpoint Replication
services from where once the application replicas may be
called. If not available the on demand replication is to be
carried out and the critical services are replicated. The
information service logs on the details like the time of
initiation of the replicas and their identity are stored in the
buffer inside the Checkpoint Controller.
Grid users: Grid users submit their jobs to the grid
scheduler by specifying their QoS requirements, i.e.,
deadline in which users want their jobs to be executed, the
number of processors and type of operating system.

IV. CONCLUSION

Grid computing is defined as a hardware and software
infrastructure that enables coordinated resource sharing
within dynamic organizations. In grid computing, the
probability of a failure is much greater than in traditional
parallel computing. Therefore, the fault tolerance is an
important property in order to achieve reliability,
availability and QOS. Fault tolerance is the ability of a
system to perform its function correctly even in the
presence of faults and it makes the system more
dependable. Check pointing is am important mechanism
for fault tolerance in grid environment. The fault tolerance
mechanism used in check pointing sets the job checkpoints
based on the resource failure rate. If resource failure

occurs, the job is restarted from its last successful state
using a checkpoint file from another grid resource.
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